Schedule of Events

Available Every Day
Self Guided Tours Brochures in your Packet
WV State Parks: New River, Grandview, Hawks Nest, Babcock, & Little Beaver.

Wednesday, June 24
8:30  Bus Pick up for White Water Rafting

Thursday, June 25
8:00  Show car trailer parking Open
9:00 - 6:00  Registration pick up - Tamarack
9:00 - 4:00  Bus Tour New River Gorge Bridge
9:30 - 4:00  Bus to Greenbrier Bunker
6:00 - 8:00  Reception with heavy horderves
(Tamarack)

Friday, June 26
9:00 - 4:00  Registration pick up - Tamarack
9:30 - 12:00  Bus to Exhibition Coal Mine
10:00 - 2:00  Bechtel Summit Reserve Scout Area
11:00  Racecar and Motorcycle Check
1:00 - 2:00  Membership Roundtable
2:00 - 4:00  Judging School
3:00  VIP Parking for Great Race
(AACA Registered Vehicles only)
4:30  The Great Race arrives in Downtown Beckley

Saturday, June 27
6:30  Judging Parking Opens
7:00 - 11:00  Registration Pick up Tamarack
7:00 - 11:00  Show Cars enter show field
8:00  Judges Breakfast - in Atrium at Tamarack
9:30  Continuing Judges Education
9:30  Owners Briefing on show field
11:00 - 1:00  Ladies Luncheon - Atrium at Tamarack
4:00 - 7:00  Awards Banquet - Cash Bar - Tamarack

Host Hotel
Fairfield Inn & Suites (Host)
125 Hylton Lane, Beckley WV 25801
304-252-8661 - $119 per night
Ask for the AACA 2020 Spring Nationals Rate

Hampton Inn  -  304-252-2121  -  $115 per night
Comfort Inn  -  304-255-5291  -  $110 per night
Sleep Inn  -  304-255-4222  -  $89 per night

RV & Trailer Parking
Off site RV Parking & Trailer Parking available through event registration with cost of $25.
* RV must be self contained
* Located close to showfield

Chair Members
Show Chair
Jake Jarrell
681-220-8186
jakesracecar64@gmail.com

Registration Chair
Sam Longanacre
304-410-3158
selonganacre@hotmail.com

Chief Judge
Marion McApline
618-368-6730
mkcheetah56@outlook.com

Hosted by
WV Whitewater Region
AAACA

Deadline for Registration:
May 15, 2020 (Postmarked)
Cancellation policy
Written request received by Registration Chariman by May 20, 2020.
Discover West Virginia

Lower New River Whitewater Rafting: A favorite among everyone from first-time rafters to whitewater enthusiasts. The Lower New River steps up the pace with exciting whitewater rafting and over 25 rapids from Classes II – V. This trip runs through the scenic New River Gorge and finishes up right below the New River Gorge Bridge. The trip in the summer and fall is typically 11 miles long and includes a jump rock, swimmer’s rapid, riverside lunch, and over 25 other rapids.

New River Gorge Bridge, completed in 1977, is the longest single-span steel-arch bridge in the Western Hemisphere. Spanning the picturesque New River at 876 feet high, the bridge is a spectacular site and has become a nationally recognized icon for Southern West Virginia.

The Greenbrier is a unique and spectacular luxury mountain resort situated in the Allegheny Mountains in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. It is best known as America’s Resort and is synonymous with world-class, authentic, southern hospitality. The Greenbrier is home to the declassified Bunker which is a must-see experience that takes you behind the scenes and walks you through a fascinating period in the resort’s history. Carved deep into the mountainside beneath our West Virginia Wing is an emergency Cold War fallout shelter. Once a top secret U.S. government relocation facility for Congress, The Bunker is now open to anyone interested in reliving a legendary piece of The Greenbrier history.

The Beckley Exhibition Coal Mine is where you can find yourself underground in a cool 58-degree mine shaft while your tour guide, a retired coal miner, tells you about the days of coal. Newly expanded facilities at the Exhibition Coal Mine include a reproduction of a coal tipple that houses a coal mining museum, visitor’s center, country store and much more.

Bechtel Summit Reserve Scout Area - The Scouting programs emphasize the development of leadership, character, citizenship and fitness. Come see how the Reserve accomplishes these goals. We have hosted the National and World Scouting Jamboree at our facilities recently.

Registration

To enter a vehicle in this show you must be an AACA member and register your vehicle(s) with the show registrar no later than May 15, 2020. To register, visit members.aaca.org.

Registration packets will be available Thursday June 25 - Saturday June 27 at Tamarack.
Address: 1 Tamarack Place, Beckley WV

Host City

Welcome to the City of Beckley: We invite you to share in the growth of our enthusiastic new business destination, a pristine highland opened by expressways and interstates in the 1990s. Tourism, technology, and transportation thrive here amid three national parks in the very center of the Eastern U.S. But perhaps more than a great place to work, Beckley is an ideal place to live. West Virginia has enjoyed the nation’s lowest crime rate for a half-century. But we can’t neglect the lofty plateaus of forest and farmland for which our area is known. Even in the heart of the largest city in southern WV, you’ll find woodland and park around every corner. We invite you to explore our communities.

Tamarack: The Best of West Virginia is the nation’s first showcase of handcrafts, fine art, and regional cuisine. It comprises a warmly decorated retail store, working studios for resident artisans, a fine art gallery, a theater, A Taste of West Virginia food court, and the Tamarack Conference Center. Tamarack is the perfect gathering place for the AACA Eastern Spring Nationals.